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We d o not feel strange to hear about hypnosis. However,
most of us have no experience on hypnosis. Do you believe the
hypnosis? Hypnosis is once used to help the crops in spotting the
criminals. You must have heard of this before: a driver escaped
after his hitting to a pedestrian. Another person saw its number at
that time but just couldn't recall it. The hypnotist turned up and
solved the puzzle by helping the witness to recall the number
through hypnosis.
Then what's the relationship between memorizing and hyp-
nosis? Does hypnosis can really enhance our memorizing abili-
ties?
So far, we have known about the several methods of memo-
rizing which you must feel familiar with: understanding mnemon-
ics, graphical mnemonics, logical mnemonics, associative
mnemonics, picture -mnemonics, and jingle mnemonics. In the
hypnosis, suggestion, given by the hypnotist, is going all through
the process. But what is a suggestion? What's its role?
Suggestion is a psychological process in which one percept
the wish, opinion, emotion, judgment, attitude of others. It is a
prerequisite that people receive it. Everyone has the potential
quality. Scientists have found its amazing effects by the research.
For instance, there were two groups of persons, one was required
to practice shooting at the basket continuously while the other
was required to image 7 times for their succeed in shooting at the
basket and then 3 times for practice afterwards. The result came
out that the second group did better. Since the 7 times for imagi-
nation was actually the suggestion to themselves. And what's
more, some of the cases sound more surprising. The records in
some materials show that there is allergy reactions happen in the
body of some people, for example, a scald emerged once the per-
son had been suggested as he was burnt in his back.
Magically, it is said that you can remember hundreds of
English words at a time by the help of hypnosis.
I consider the process be generalized as two procedures: the
process of decoding and the process of rebuilding.
Decoding and rebuilding sounds quite easy, however, the
good memorizing ability depends exactly on whether this so com-
plicated activity properly performs in your brain or not. And
moreover, it is of high importance and necessity to ensure the
procedure is meaningful. The external information is absorbed in
the brain by meaningful decoding and stored in the brain by
meaningful rebuilding. Thus the brain memory function then can
well perform its duty.
To illustrate this issue in a very vivid way, comparing the
brain as a big library is a good way. Then the procedure of ab-
sorbing is just like book purchasing and book cataloging as the
first step which actually is to decode the external information,
and that of rebuilding is just like storing the book which is the
follow-up work as the second step.
Repetition frequency is of high importance in addition to the
attention degree.
What is the capability of our brain? How many things on
earth we can remember if we develop our potential ability? Or we
say how much we have made use of our brain? – might less
than one percent by a study on brain. It was 99 percent remain
undeveloped!
I hold that people do not actually forget things, instead, for-
get to recall them.
Suppose that your friend ask you if you can recognize a cer-
tain kind of fish. You might even wander if you have ever seen
this before. Then he reminds you that you saw it in the aquarium
last summer when you two together traveled in the small town.
Then you suddenly remember the travel and the fish, so you
jump high and say, yes, this is it , its name is …
Let's come to an example of hypnotism, one that helps the
crops to catch the criminal. It was just the hypnologist that help
the witness to recall the license plate number he saw on the es-
cape car.
Writing down the key words on your notebook will help you
to recall more about what the teacher has taught you in the class.
The key words are certainly not as the same as all the informa-
tion you need to absorb. However you will remember nothing
without looking at your notebook and recalling.
It becomes easy to revise with this certain kind of notebook
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full of key words, otherwise it will be difficult, impossible espe-
cially when you try to make a complete review of lessons, if with
none key words at all.
But if it is too long for a information unit to stay in the
garbage station without your concerning, it might probably step
aside for the other information unit. Being covered by others, you
will find, the difficulties of its being activated increase with age. I
mean, the longer after your experience (or learning something or
experience something) the more difficult for you to recall the de-
tails.
In the process of hypnosis, the hypnologist says, "good, very
good, you have already remembered all that English words. Just
now one of your friends Jessie steps in the restaurant and you
want to invite her to share the dinner. And you ask the servant to
take the menu and now you recommend the delicious food to
your friend. On this occasion you need to show them to Jessie."
Sea cucumber, sea sturgeon, salted jelly fish, seaweed, a-
balone, shark fin, scallops, lobster, bird's nest, roast suckling pig,
pig's knuckle, boiled salted duck, preserved meat, barbecued
pork, sausage, fried pork flakes…
Repetition is the main purpose of the hypnologist to arrange
this situation.
But the ration of repetition frequency doesn't need to be
high. Fatigue, which high ration will cause, is similar as that in
the case of non-compulsory memorizing, is one of the unexpected
redundancies. This fringe cost, cause by redundancies, should be
aware of and avoided.
In fact, if attention degree is raised to a level, result will be
good enough even though there's no enough repetition.
Also, psychological suggestion in the process of memorizing
should not be ignored. For you must believe that you can remem-
ber those English words. The level of your confidence is of im-
portance in that it will be the effective factor concerning about
your memorizing, the effect that is influenced by whether you pay
attention to it or not, whether you recall them without any com-
pulsory.
Just as in the case of process of hypnosis, the hypnologist
must say this to you like this: "you are to remember their
names", "and now you have already remembered them."
I have already made a brief interpretation covering the pro-
cess of memorizing. However, there must someone asking," is
there any exceptions? Is the meaningful decoding so much nec-
essary for memorizing?"
The answer, I tell you, is yes. And I will show you one per-
son in the example.
That is my younger-sister who has an innate sense for lan-
guage and the big capability for memorizing things. Usually, a
child can pronounce a few words in his first year since birth, yet
my little sister can recite a whole poem of the old man selling
charcoal (《卖 炭 翁 》) .Apparently at her age she doesn't under-
stand the meaning of the poem at all! In most of the time, we
see it as the first step to decode that we have percept its mean-
ing. It is obvious that my younger sister does not remember the
whole poem through a normal meaningful decoding as we do.
So how my little sister remembers its location since the pro-
cess is quite different? After the observation I discover the slight
differences of each piece, the differences by which my younger
sister performs her meaningful decoding! It makes great sense
for her when we normally can't distinguish the slight differences
such as the edge of this piece is straighter than that of the other.
Not everyone percept the information thought meaningful
decoding as we normally do. However, they have their own way
to decode the information, and do it in an excellent way.
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